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Activity tables are useful in classrooms, libraries and other educational spaces. Styles feature adjustable-height legs, 
unique tabletop shapes, wheels for quick rearrangement and even whiteboard tops to encourage collaboration.

Activity Table Seating Capacity 
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Most adjustable-height activity 
tables can be changed in one-inch 
increments. The same activity table 
can easily be used for multiple 
grade levels and ages. 

Different table shapes make it easy 
to create flexible learning spaces. 
Most table shapes can fit together 
for group work or be separated for 
individual study. 

Tables with self-leveling nylon glides 
ensure an even work surface and 
prevent wobbling. Tables with locking 
casters give educators the flexibility to 
rearrange learning spaces.  

Wood Activity Tables 
Wooden activity tables lend classic style to any room. Especially sturdy and durable, wood 
tables are designed to withstand busy classrooms and libraries. Featuring rounded edges 
and additional options such as rolling casters or protective glides, these tables are a good 
choice for any grade level. 

Shop Wooden Activity Tables

Round Activity Tables   
Round activity tables allow students to see one another, making group work easier. This 
shape is conducive to sharing supplies during collaborative activities and developing social 
skills. Their simple shape means that they are extremely versatile and suitable for many 
types of educational spaces. 

Shop Round Activity Tables

Rectangle & Square Activity Tables 
To seat a larger number of students, choosing a rectangular table is a good option. With more 
room for students to spread out while working or eating, rectangular tables are practical for 
use in a variety of educational environments. Similarly, square tables are ideal options for 
creating space for smaller groups of students. Rectangle and square tables are easily 
adaptable and can be combined with many other types of tables for group work. 

Shop Rectangle and Square Activity Tables

Whiteboard tabletops add functional 
versatility to your classroom while 
also encouraging impromptu student 
collaboration. 

Consider the supplies students will be 
using during class. Some tables have 
plenty of room for notebooks and 
devices, while other tables are better 
suited to more focused tasks. 

Factor in the total available space for 
aisles, the size of the table and the 
10 - 12 inches of space needed 
between the seat and tabletop for 
students to sit comfortably. 

School Outfitters Tips 

Standard Activity Tables
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Trapezoid Activity Tables 
Trapezoid activity tables are great for one-on-one sessions between students and their 
classmates or their teachers. The versatile design means that these tables can be used as 
individual desks or combined to create collaborative groupings for teamwork. 

Shop Trapezoid Activity Tables

Kidney Activity Tables 
Similar to horseshoe tables, kidney tables gather students in a semi-circle to encourage 
better focus on their teacher. With wider tops, kidney tables are ideal for engaging students 
in group activities and collaborative projects. 

Shop Kidney Activity Tables

Horseshoe Activity Tables 
Sometimes referred to as ‘U-Shaped’ tables, horseshoe activity tables allow teachers to be at 
the center of their students’ attention during class. Students can sit close to each other for 
collaborative activities and to easily share activity supplies. 

Shop Horseshoe Activity Tables

Classroom Tables & Chairs 
Quickly and easily standardize classrooms with full table and chair sets. School Outfitters has 
a wide selection of school tables and chairs perfect for both traditional and contemporary 
classrooms. With adjustable height and mobile options, having matching table and chair sets 
for every grade level is easy. 

Shop Classroom Tables & Chairs

Guided Reading Tables 
Guided reading tables are typically shaped to direct the attention of students. Optional 
adjustable-height legs and smooth rolling casters add flexibility to the classroom. Whether 
the teacher is speaking or the class is following along with audio-based reading activities, 
these tables help keep students focused.

Shop Guided Reading Tables

Flexible Classroom Activity Tables
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Half-Round & Half-Moon Activity Tables 
With wide tops and one flat side, half-round and half-moon tables are excellent options for 
one to two students to sit and work. Teachers can easily work with students from the rounded 
side without disrupting the space. Semi-circle tables combine perfectly to create large round 
tables for collaboration and group activities. 

Shop Half-Round & Half-Moon Activity Tables
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Hexagon Activity Tables 
With six flat edges and a wide center, hexagon tables make for great collaboration. These 
tables make it easy to share supplies  and help students develop important social skills. The 
unique shape readily combines with other tables, creating a flexible classroom environment. 

Shop Hexagon Activity Tables

Flower Activity Tables  
Flower tables are similar to hexagon tables, but offer even more versatility. Each curved edge 
gives  students their own space and is compatible with many other collaborative table shapes. 
The wide center is ideal for group projects and activities. 

Shop Flower Activity Tables

Floor Activity Tables  
Floor activity tables offer another chance to get active students engaged in class. Some 
students are more comfortable sitting on the floor and with full sized tabletops available, they 
have plenty of space to participate in classwork and collaborative projects. 

Shop Floor Activity Tables

Whiteboard Top Activity Tables   
Whiteboard activity tables provide students with a space to take notes, jot down ideas and 
collaborate with others at a moment’s notice. These tables prevent wasting paper while 
students practice important concepts such as math equations and foreign language 
conjugations. Dry erase tables are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. 

Shop Whiteboard Top Activity Tables

Crescent Activity Tables 
Crescent shaped activity tables are nearly identical to round tables, except for the curved 
edge that gives the table its name. This design makes it easy to reconfigure classrooms and 
seamlessly combine different table shapes. 

Shop Crescent Activity Tables
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Classroom Activity Tables with Storage   
Making the most of the available space in your classroom is easy with activity tables that 
include storage. Conveniently keep student supplies in drawers and totes while enjoying less 
clutter in your room. There are many different shapes and sizes available with optional 
features such as adjustable-height legs and smooth rolling casters, offering even more 
versatility. 

Shop Classroom Activity Tables with Storage
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Classroom Activity Tables with Wheels    
Classroom activity tables with wheels are essential to any flexible classroom design. Locking 
casters make it easy to stabilize tables while still having the option to quickly move them later. 
Most of our activity tables can be customized with casters, so every grade level can benefit 
from the added flexibility. 

Shop Classroom Activity Tables with Wheels

Preschool Activity Tables     
Available in a wide variety of shapes, sizes and colors, preschool activity tables are designed 
specifically for small children. These tables are made with ultra-durable materials and have 
rounded edges to keep students safe. Mobile and adjustable options are easy to implement in 
classrooms, plus dry erase tops let students be creative without damaging the furniture. 

Shop Preschool Activity Tables

Outdoor Activity Tables      
Take class outside with outdoor activity tables. These tables offer dynamic learning 
experiences for students. From collaborative to crafty activities, students can enjoy learning 
alongside nature. The rustic styles and bright colors make for great additions to any outdoor 
educational space.  

Outdoor Activity Tables

Water Activity Tables    
Water activity tables offer the chance to engage  students in tactile lessons. Ideal not only for 
water but sand as well, these tables are another way to enhance dynamic classrooms. Safe 
and hygienic, there are many different styles of water tables available to create a unique 
learning experience. 

Water Activity Tables

Activity Tables for Preschoolers and Toddlers 
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Certifications  
GREENGUARD Certified
Products that are GREENGUARD Certified meet the stringent standards for low chemical 
emissions set by the Greenguard Environmental Institute (GEI), an industry independent 
organization that aims to improve indoor air quality. Products that are GREENGUARD 
Certified reduce people's exposure to chemicals and other pollutants, improving overall 
health. GREENGUARD Certification is GEI's first certification offering.

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
GREENGUARD Gold Certification is GEI's second tier of certification. Products that are 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified meet an even lower level of chemical emissions plus 
health-based criteria for additional chemicals. GREENGUARD Gold products meet the indoor 
air quality needs of sensitive environments like schools, daycares and health care facilities.   

BIFMA Certified
The Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association, or BIFMA, certification is a 
voluntary standard that a product has met stringent third-party sustainability requirements. This 
certification ensures the product is durable, has longevity and promotes a healthy work environment. 

Preschool Table & Chair Sets     
Efficiently furnish your preschool with matching table and chair sets. Choose from a wide 
variety of shapes and colors, plus mobile and adjustable options. Standardization doesn’t 
have to be boring with our large selection of preschool table and chair styles suitable for 
any décor. 

Preschool Table & Chair Sets
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